
Restored Republic via a GCR: Update as of Sat. 28 Jan. 2023 

Compiled Sat. 28 Jan. 2023 12:01am EST by Judy Byington, MSW, LCSW, Therapist ret, 

Journalist, Author: “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her 

twenty multiple personalities.” 

 

Where is the Outrage? 

A Pfizer exec has admitted that C19 came from a lab. Meanwhile Pfizer is conducting even more 

Gain of Function Research creating enhanced pathogens a.k.a Bio-weapons to be released on 

the public – and making billions in profit off the “viruses” and jabs - much of which monies went 

to politicians who voted to fund the Bio-weapon labs with US Taxpayer dollars and the jabs 

causing multiple deaths. 

Where is the Outrage?  

The Selling, Trading and Gifting of Military Intelligence Reports from Pentagon Classified 

Documents by the Biden Regime is considered highly Illegal, Espionage and Treason. 

Where is the Outrage? 

A new poll found that a significant number of Democrats doubt Joe Biden’s Mental Fitness. 

Where is the Outrage? 

“The CIA does not work in behalf of the American people, or act in their interests. The CIA is a 

rogue element of the Deep State and an expression of the will of World Oligarchy and their 

vision for a New World Order. In fact, 95% of the World terrorist attacks are made by the CIA.” 

…Putin 

Where is the Outrage? 

Each year Billions of US Taxpayer dollars are paid into a non-accountable Black Budget to fund 

the CIA. 

Where is the Outrage? 

Since 1950 the CIA has been performing ongoing Satan worshipping tortuous Child Rape and 

Sacrifice MKULTRA Mind Control experiments on thousands of innocent children for the 

purpose of splitting their thinking patterns into multiple personalities so as to have lifelong 

control over the victim. 

Where, Oh Where is the Outrage? 



“The Dream of a Nation” 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=tabernacle+choir+patriotic+music&qpvt=tabernacle+cho

ir+patriotic+music&view=detail&mid=9665395823AFDF2174749 

 

Judy Note: 

 Fox News Tucker Carlsen Thurs. 26 Jan. 2023: https://t.me/realKarliBonne/148414 

Pfizer exec admits C19 came from a lab. Pfizer is conducting gain of function 

research creating enhanced pathogens a.k.a BIOWEAPONS. Pfizer is lying to the 

public and using wordplay to circumvent the law with “directed evolution.” This is a 

massive conflict of interest, the Pharma industry creating a “cash cow” by creating 

viruses.  

 Project Veritas: BREAKING: Pfizer Exploring "Mutating" COVID-19 Virus For 

New Vaccines. I fear people are not fully grasping the magnitude of what is going on 

here. The Pharma companies are making viruses that they also sell the cure for. This 

should have every single human on Earth in an uproar. This is the equivalent of Doctors 

shooting people in the street, so they can make money off of the victims’ medical bills. 

Except this on a global scale, infected billions, killed millions, and forced/coerced 

billions to become lab rats so they could profit. Where is the mainstream outrage? 

https://t.me/project_veritas/2532 

 U.S. BIOWEAPONS LABS: There are now 12 mRNA manufacturing plants in Western 

Europe, and two HERE, in the United States! 

A. Global Currency Reset: 

 Fri. 27 Jan. MarkZ: “My contacts in Redemption Centers, who also work in Wealth 

Management as their job and have been trained to process foreign currency,  are on call 

this weekend. At the last update which was late yesterday, they are expecting it to be a 

very hard work week next week with the new system… They are very excited about 

what is due to happen the first of the week and possibly over the weekend. …I am still 

getting a lot of reports from many contacts with Prosperity Packages, Settlements and 

CMKX that they are looking for late in the weekend deliveries, so my guess is Sunday 

for that at the earliest.” 

 RV Update Okie (no OkieOilman): According to sources, guns are not the only thing 

that is being loaded and boats are not the only thing that is floating. This should prove to 

be a very interesting night and weekend. This is a read between the lines message that 

will be understood by some and not others. The RV has been scheduled over ten times 

since October with it being pulled back at the last minute for unknown reasons. I do 

know that on one occasion last week we were within 30 minutes of seeing the activation 
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process initiated: DINARES GURUS: "RV UPDATE" BY OKIE (NO 

"OKIEOILMAN"), 27 JAN  Judy Note: My interpretation of the above was that 

according to sources, right now the new currency rates were floating toward a shotgun 

start that could happen at any time. 

B. Judy Note: Regarding the Global Currency Reset, it is my opinion that: 

 At any time between now and Tues. 31 Jan. Tier 4B (us, the Internet Group) could 

receive notification to set currency exchange and Zim Bond redemption appointments. 

 As of Sun. 29 Jan. 2023 the Forex will be trading foreign currencies based on their new 

gold/asset-backed rates.  

 On Tues. 31 Jan. 2023 the US Inc. fiat Dollar will officially transition to the new 

gold/asset-backed US Note.  

 As of Wed. 1 Feb. 2023 the US Inc. fiat Dollar will no longer be recognized as legal 

tender anywhere in the world; banks will be using the new Quantum Financial System 

and NESARA/GESARA will be fully active.  

 On Thurs. 2 Feb. banks and stores will start pulling the fiat US Dollar from circulation 

and sending it to the US Treasury to be destroyed.  

 On Friday 3 Feb. all Basel 4 Compliant banks will go public with the new gold/ asset-

backed currency International Rates.  

 Mon. 20 March 2023 implementation of a new instant payment messaging standard by 

the banks would begin as it was the deadline to have all 209 major countries’ currencies 

of the world to be on a gold/asset-backed standard and exchanging at a 1:1 with each 

other – a situation expected to last up to five years.  

 Wed. 5 April 2023 Big Event. Back Again. America Saved. NCSWIC! …Donald Trump 

Live on Telegram 

C. The Real News for Fri. 27 Jan. 2023: 

 New Poll Finds Significant Number Of Democrats Doubt Joe Biden’s Mental Fitness 

For Office: https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/01/new-poll-finds-significant-

number-democrats-doubt-joe-bidens-mental-fitness-office/ 

 HUGE BREAKING EXCLUSIVE: Hunter Biden Email Incorporated Obama State 

Department Classified Information – Was Used to Bring CIA Operative to the Burisma 

Board: https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2023/01/huge-breaking-exclusive-hunter-

biden-email-incorporated-obama-state-department-classified-information-used-bring-cia-

operative-burisma-board/ 

 Med Beds to be built on Ley Lines: https://bestnewshere.com/med-beds-will-be-built-

on-ley-lines-think-frequencies-scare-event-worldwide-lockdown-coming-dismantling-

evil-takes-time-its-happening-open-your-eyes-we-will-be-free-must-see-video/ 

 Fri. 27 Jan. Marines and Corrupt FBI Clash at Camp Pendleton: 
https://www.rumormillnews.com/cgi-bin/forum.cgi?read=216138 
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 Clinton Eugene Curtis is a computer programmer. UNDER OATH he admitted he 

wrote a program to rig an election and nobody would have been able to notice it. 

 Joe Biden named in email on Hunter Chinese Deal: 
https://americanwatchdog.com/joe-biden-named-in-2017-email-to-hunter-about-chinese-

deal/ 

 Secret Service to Release Document That Will Get Joe Biden Impeached: 

https://patriotpulse.net/the-secret-service-is-about-to-release-one-document-that-will-get-

joe-biden-impeached/ 

 Under the Vatican: Running from Vatican City, and deep underground, there is a tunnel 

that runs almost in a direct line to Jerusalem. The length of the tunnel was given as 

approximately 1,500 miles, so it cuts through underneath both land and water. Starting 

from Vatican City, for the first 150 miles, (241 kms) there was found a huge amount of 

gold stacked 13 levels high. 650 airplanes were required to carry all the gold that was 

brought out of the tunnel to Fort Knox. 

 

D. International Child Sex Trafficking, Organ and Adrenochrome Harvesting Ring: 

 In a court document Jake Sullivan informed Hillary Clinton he would be participating 

in ritualistic pedophilia and rape of a young female in New Haven, either with or after 

visiting with the President of Yale College. 

 A 2007 Extreme Abuse Survey documented CIA Mind Control Satanic Ritual Abuse 

Survivors testimonies. They reported that they witnessed US Government officials using 

children as sex slaves. The taping of these child sexual abuse parties resulted in the 

blackmailing of politician participants in order to secure US tax monies to fund certain 

programs where the monies were then laundered back to certain Elites. The SRA 

Survivors named two CIA directors (including George Bush Sr.) as perpetrators. They all 

claimed being raped throughout childhood and breeding children who then disappeared 

after birth and said they were forced to rape, torture and murder other children. 

 Repetitive trauma on a child was known to result in a breakdown of the psyche and 

create fractured thinking with a diagnosis known as Dissociation. With memories of 

trauma repressed, victims were most often not believed when memories came forward 

through their fractured parts 20-30 years after the fact. This made it near-impossible for 

victims to be believed, or granted prosecution of crimes against them and their children. 

E. Inside the Biden Laptop: As the Hammer begins to drop on the Biden Files Classified 

Documents, the Hunter becomes the Hunted. 

 Inside the Hunter Biden Laptop are classified documents which were given to Hunter 

by his father Joe – known as the Big Guy. Obama knew. The Deep State CIA knew. The 

Pentagon knew. The FBI knew that Hunter had the classified documents. 

 Inside the documents held the Pentagons military intelligence assessments On what 

was going to happen in UKRAINE from 2014_ 2020  
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 These Military classified documents gave all the information on coming Russian 

sanctions, the Military moves through NATO to be commanded in Ukraine, the Russian 

War to happen in the South, East, Northern Ukraine, and the full Ukrainian economic 

financial system reports. 

 These reports gave all the info on oil companies, Banking Representatives, Banking 

records connected to all Ukrainian oil and gas companies and their share holders, Inside 

Trading infiltration information and future forced sanctions on Russia that would collapse 

certain Banks in Ukraine and companies.  

 Hunter could have easily copied and pasted classified documents and sent them out to 

several Elite Ukrainian entities that wanted the U.S. Intelligence Reports on the 

Ukrainian Economic Financial post and future reports. 

 Joe Biden, Hunter Biden, Pelosi and Obama, using subsidiary companies and 

investors, the Clintons, several Congressional members, Senators, Military Top 

commanders currently serving and retired, plus European Elites connected to DAVOS, 

the Bilderberg Group, UN and Vatican all benefited from the classified documents that 

were given to Joe Biden. He gave them to his son to create an inner circle of illegal 

investment traders that gave millions and billions for the above Elites. 

 The Selling, Trading and Gifting of Military intelligence reports from the Pentagon 

classified documents by the Biden regime is considered highly Illegal, Espionage and 

Treason. 

. F The Event: 

 The Event should be about 3 days based on Bay Of Pigs. Then 10 day shutdown of 

Earth and Activation of Military EBS to TVs & Radio's WorldWide. At the same time all 

Governments Worldwide will be stood down as well as further arrests. We will then be 

having GESARA Blockchain Elections. We will be having govts 10% the size of what 

they are currently. All new people. 

 Quantum Internet: The Internet is Rebooted. No more Microsoft. Everything wiped. 

The current internet is Operation Mockingbird. Same as TV, Newspapers etc. Will not be 

anywhere near the same. One news channel etc. All media/papers is owned by the 

Mossad..all being removed. All Private Intelligence owned by the UK Royals to be 

removed. No more Mossad, 5 eyes, CIA etc. Only intelligence will be Military 

Intelligence. 

G. The Brunsons have already succeeded! http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/community-

support-foundation-discouraged-i-get-that/ The SCOTUS Plan, Raland J Brunson Vol 1. 

https://youtu.be/hUqK6e0QOqY  

 The Supreme Court has denied hearing the Brunson case, essentially saying that the 

American people don’t have Standing in a case that asks to investigate allegations of 
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fraud and foreign interference in our elections? This just shows how corrupt our Judiciary 

System is.  

 The game isn’t over. It’s only half time. Our beloved Constitution is hanging by a 

thread. If we are denied fair elections, we don’t live in a Free Society.  

 We encourage all, both inside and outside of the United States, to pray about what is 

happening and keep those letters coming: Write Attention: “Nine Supreme Court 

Justices of the United States” 

Express support of Brunson vs. Alma S Adams et al, No: 22-380.  

Sign your name, date it and make a copy. 

Send the Original in a stamped envelope addressed to: Supreme Court of the United 

States, 1 First Street, NE, Washington, DC 20543. Put the copy (and $1 to say thanks 

and help in the fight) and send in a stamped envelope to Loy & Raland Brunson, 4287 

South Harrison Blvd. #132, Ogden, Utah 84403. 

http://www.cedarhillscitizens.org/community-support-foundation-discouraged-i-get-that/ 

H. Must Watch Videos: 

 Fri. 27 Jan. Situation Update: Situation Update: Next Variant Announced Named The 

Kraken! Code Name For Global Lockdowns? More NATO Countries Joining USA 

Giving Tanks/Miiitary To Ukraine! Closer To WW3! - We The People News | Opinion - 

Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Fri. 27 Jan. New Patriot Underground & Jessie Czebotar: Tribunals - Montauk Project & 

MK-Ultra Methodology - Mind Control Technique Worldwide Deployment - MK 

ULTRA Sleeping Army - Adrenochrome History - Satanic Ritual Abuse & Blood Rituals 

| Prophecy | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Fri. 27 Jan. Situation Update, Jan 27, 2023 - Pfizer Director Goes Berserk, Violently 

Assaults Project Veritas Journalists in NYC! - Mike Adams Video | Opinion - 

Conservative | Before It's News (beforeitsnews.com) 

 Fri. 27 Jan. X22 Report: Trump Sets A Trap For Biden! The World Wants The Peace 

Maker! Soros On Deck! - Must Video | Opinion - Conservative | Before It's News 

(beforeitsnews.com) 

I. Judy Note on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of Children in Your Neighborhood: 

Since 1990 I have been doing investigations on the Satanic Ritual Abuse of children at the 

request of brave SRA Survivor-victims who were witnesses to and victims of pedophile, torture 

and murder crimes of Satanic leaders and their covens. During this time I have found Satanists 

implanted in law offices, local police, county sheriff's offices and all the way up to the Attorney 

General Offices in my state and others and then the carnage went on to the internationally 

organized Ninth Circle Satanic Cult that runs out of the Vatican. 
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There's certainly no help from US or other nation's government agencies, including the FBI or 

CIA perpetrators. These legal entities successfully negate even the opening of cases of the ritual 

abuse and murder of children, let alone do valid investigations. 

To be honest and to my knowledge there was no safe place on either a local, national or 

international level that has been set up to report Satanic Crime – likely the main reason why 

local, national and international Satanic Covens so easily and on a regular basis, get away with 

the torture and murder of thousands of children – many times bred for the purpose without birth 

certificates, or identification. 

J. “Twenty Two Faces: inside the extraordinary life of Jenny Hill and her twenty two 

multiple personalities” by Judy Byington, Foreword by Dr. Colin A. Ross, M.D. RAW: Dr. 

Colin Ross – Robert David Steele 

Jenny Hill's witness to a Satanic Child Sacrifice Rite: Woman Sees Human Sacrifice - 

YouTube  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F626Lsrdwg4 

WARNING: Jenny gave a graphic description about how she at the tender age of five, was raped, 

tortured, forced to view a Child Sacrifice and save for Divine intervention, was almost killed 

herself – not unlike the sordid experiences of thousands of other child victims of Satanic 

Worshippers. Perpetrators giving homage to Satan were organized from the US Inc's CIA, Queen 

Elizabeth's, Illuminati Banking families' and Vatican's Ninth Circle Child Sacrifice Cult on down 

to the Clintons, Hollywood, Pizzagate and local teenage covens. They were funded by this same 

Cabal that ran our global monetary system – the very organization that was in the process of 

being brought down by activation of the Global Currency Reset and Restored Republics of the 

world. It's no wonder that President Trump has stated, "These people are sick." 

K. The Global Currency Reset, Restored Republic and NESARA/GESARA were all about 

the Children 

It’s not about the money. It’s about the children – the thousands of malnourished and 

traumatized children who, in honor of Satan, were being raped and murdered so their Elite 

Perpetrators could supposedly gain power and rule the world.  

The first official act President Trump made the morning before he was sworn into office was to 

pay a visit to CIA Headquarters and declare a war on an international Child Sex Trafficking 

Ring run by these global elites.  

Let us fast and pray for these millions of little ones who right now, were being rescued from 

Cabal underground tunnels across the globe, and tortured and killed by Satanic Covens right 

next door. Let us also pray for those Military Troops worldwide who were risking their own lives 

to save them. The ancient doctrine of Fasting and Prayer was explained here at the 10:30:32 

mark: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Mb9gU6DmKs 

L. Judy Note: I do not now, nor have I ever, received monies for writing my Updates and 

articles. The compensation has been in having outlets to help Save the Children by exposing 
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truths about the very secretive Satanic Ritual Abuse, Pedophilia and Child Sacrifice that was 

rampant in our international society. 

The above was a summary of information from the Internet. It would be up to the reader to do 

their own research and decide whether or not it was valid. 

I will send the Safe Link Website out when I find out what it is, plus it will be posted on several 

Dinar Websites and continue the Updates until they are no longer needed. I expect to be working 

with many of you in the near future. I can't tell you how much I have enjoyed getting to know 

you. You will remain in my heart forever. 

A huge Thank You to those dedicated and brave Intel providers who wished to remain unknown; 

to our Angel Martha who worked 24/7 to expose what’s really going on; to humble Wildfire Lady 

who is adept at exposing the truth; to Brad who does great research; to Bonni B who exposes the 

underlying causes of what is really happening and to Ken who uncovers almost unlimited Intel 

on pedophilia to help us Save the Children. 

Let us Thank Q that the reset has finally come to be. I wish you well in your humanitarian efforts 

and look forward to seeing you on the other side where together, we will make life better for all. 

Patience is a Virtue. Having Virtue is a sign of a good moral being. Good moral beings have the 

power to overcome evil and change the world. And, we will!!! . . . Judy 

Updates for the Week Prior: 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 27, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 26, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 25, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 24, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 23, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 21, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 20, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

Restored Republic via a GCR as of January 19, 2023 | Operation Disclosure Official 

https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/01/27/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-january-27-2023/
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https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/01/21/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-january-21-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/01/20/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-january-20-2023/
https://operationdisclosureofficial.com/2023/01/19/restored-republic-via-a-gcr-as-of-january-19-2023/

